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Design Across Cultures

九州大学　

✖　

アムステルダム応用科学大学

新しい経験・価値を創造
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Our Partner:

FUKUOKA CITY SCIENCE MUSEUM 6



Field Research / Prototyping

Time table

Research / Theme decision

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.
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Design Process

Further understanding 
of Fukuoka city science 

museum

Find differences in other 
science museums

Conclude research 
contents

Making concept /Prototyping
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Focus
We want to make the FCSM the best Science Museum. 

- Inclusivity
- Active ‘Sciencing’
- Learning together
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Objective

- Find opportunities

- Discover points to 
improve of FCSM

- Discover good points of 
other museums
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Research Method 
Interviewing Japanese visitors.            Observing and interviewing foreign visitors.

50 Japanese visitors 4 Foreigners 

What?

Who?

Throughout the whole museum.  From home till the museum and back.

3 Minute quantitative Enquêtes  For 10 minutes qualitative Interviewing.

Where?

How?

Japanese People Foreigners
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Japanese People Foreigners

What is your purpose of visiting the 
Fukuoka City Science Museum?

Did you use the signs or map to 
find the entrance of the museum? 
If so yes, what did you use?

Example Questions
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Pro’s Con’s
+ Scientific experiments

+ Easy to Understand

+ Interesting

- Childish

- Too many exhibits to move the  
   body(adults can not enjoy)

Important Findings
&

(Japanese)
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Interview contents　
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Composition of visitors About visitors satisfaction

Survey date: 12/24, 25 am 11am - 5pm



Interview contents　
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About popular exhibitionsExhibition space that was good

Survey date: 12/24, 25 am 11am - 5pm



Children can learn while moving their bodies.

 Scientific experiments are fun and study.

Science directly related to my life is interesting.

There are no exhibitions that adults can enjoy, 

such as minerals and fuels.

Most exhibitions need to move their bodies, 

especially mothers are hard to experience.

Interview contents - Young family-

Good points No good points
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17
There were many users, and there were scenes that children used.

Interview contents - interesting points -



Example highlighted finding

・Moving their bodies

・Some exhibition looks like childish.

(Japanese)
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Adults can see the children enjoying, 

but less opportunities to enjoy.



Pro’s Con’s
+ Good experience

+ Easy to navigate

+ Qualitative exhibitions

- Language Barrier

- Many children

Important Findings
&

(Foreigners)
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Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Getting information about the FCSM

● Website in Japanese
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● English button all the 
way in the bottom.



Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Finding the FCSM building
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Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Finding the FCSM building
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Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Appetizers before buying the tickets.

● They really like the graphics, 
but don’t have to chance to 
learn anything from it because 
of the language barrier. 

“Hey, this is my major topic. 
I like this!” 

Everything is in Japanese
 

● Some English found! Enough 
to generate curiosity, but not 
teaching anything.
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● They know what to do even 
if it is all in Japanese. They 
just don’t know why they’re 
doing it.

 



Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Amount of English to be effective?

“Science is Universal, so it should be in English as 
well. Not like art...which can be understood by just 
looking, this needs to be read to understand.” 
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● The In and Out arrows are being followed.
 



Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

Buying tickets and further...

● Museum shop 
opening times 
days in Kanji only.

When entering arriving 5F, museum shop is first 
thing you see.

● The planetarium timetable however is in full 
Japanese, even the explanation of the special 
shows.
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Results: No Interest

First Impressions of the Main Exhibition room

● Some staff is really good in 
English, and was even kind 
enough to tell us if we ever 
need any explanation we could 
ask him for help.

● The zero trainer attraction 
pulls the most attention.

● Non-linearity is a 
good thing.

○ I don’t have to 
wait for others 
to move.

○ I don’t need to 
see things I 
don’t want to 
see.

“I need to go there first!!!!” 

“It's interesting that there is no path, there are like 
bubbles, and you're free to go to wherever you want.” 
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Results: No Interest

Confusion with stamps

● Explanation not only not in 
English, but also all in the 
middle, which makes it 
possible to be the last place 
people visit.

● The stamps are really 
confusing if you haven’t seen 
the explanation or gotten a 
mirai card yet.

● Making them having to go back collecting everything.

“Nothing is happening on the 
screen...” 

“???”
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Results: No Interest

Interest but no chance...

+ Animation looks nice
+ Titles and names are translated
-  but the questions or answers aren’t.

“???” 
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● There was interest to answer the 
questions on the wall, but no pencils or 
post-it papers.



Results: Family Experience & Meta-Learning 

Meta-learning while sitting.

“I feel ok by ‘just resting’. . . taking some time for myself. I 
don’t want to do anything else.” 

“I think if the sitting experience becomes more fun, there is 
no more room to rest, because of the amount of interested 
people.” 

When asked if we should make the sitting experience more fun, we got the 
following responses; 
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Results: Inclusive Welcoming 

For children or not?

● But the foreigners were 
more interested in actual 
useful information. 

“Wow...are these all the Fukuoka busses?”

● Children like the funny 
animations that look 
like commercials.
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“I don’t want to kneel to look at 
all of the looking holes, my back 
will hurt” -22 years old youngman

Everything is low



Results: No Interest

For children or not?

When asked if the exhibitions were 
childish, we got the following responses; 

“Not sure if exhibitions are Childish or there 
are just too many children. Once you see the 
children, you don't wanna try it 
anymore...while if they're not there you might 
have.” 

“It's totally designed for the Children", there 
is not much deep info...it just scratches the 
surface...” 

“It was really fun, but because of the language 
barrier we couldn't learn much here. . .” 

Final Thoughts
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Design Questions

● Inclusive Welcoming
○ How might we motivate the foreigners and seniors to enter and 

start sciencing at FCSM from the subway until the ticket counter?
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● No Interest
○ How might we motivate the non-children to enjoy modern 

science stress freely  in the FCSM?

● Family Experience & Meta-Learning
○ How might we motivate families to learn together about 

science in FCSM?



About Emotions in Design
● Research for improving EQ
● E-Motion

Plutchik’s 
Wheel of Emotions.

Emotions of Motivation
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Motivation

ExtrinsicIntrinsic
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Final Prototypes

INSERT PICTURES OF 
PROTOTYPE 01

INSERT PICTURES 
OF PROTOTYPE 02
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Prototype 01

The Gachapon Machine Prototype
36

● Not learning enough.

● Translating all the text would take 
too much space.

● Only receiving information.



The Gachapon Machine Prototype: Process

● Buttons to press for translation.
Hello

Bonjour

こんにちは

e-mail: example@gmail.com

Q: What is the speed of sound?
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● Gacha-pon switch + balls for questions.

● Space Theme > Lucky Star black hole 
box.

★ Increases workload

mailto:example@gmail.com


Prototype 02

The Scroll Prototype
38

● Not learning enough.

● Translating all the text would take 
too much space.

● Sound is unhearable.

● Exhibitions are too low.



The Scroll Prototype: Process

● Hanging Scrolls
● Showing cliffhanger

● Horoscopes version

★ Placement issues of the scrolls.
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Prototype 03

Scientist Dad & Mom App
40

● Filling the gap between parents 
and children.

● Appetizer before going to the 
museum.
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● Gaining information
● Parent’s Pride
● Supporting the Family 

Experience at FCSM
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Fukuoka City Science Museum App



The Future
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Closure
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Bonus: Step-Up Exercise!
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